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Proper Citation

Northeastern University Institute for Chemical Imaging of Living Systems Core Facility (RRID:SCR_022681)

Resource Information

URL: http://cils.northeastern.edu/facilities

Proper Citation: Northeastern University Institute for Chemical Imaging of Living Systems Core Facility (RRID:SCR_022681)

Description: Located in ISEC research center and includes advanced imaging instruments. CILS has three core facilities: Microscopy Core (confocal/multi-photon/lightsheet microscopes), Flow Cytometry Core (cell analyzer/sorter) and Preclinical Imaging Core (3T small animal MRI and ultrasound).

Abbreviations: CILS

Synonyms: NU-Institute for Chemical Imaging of Living Systems, Northeastern University NU-Institute for Chemical Imaging of Living Systems Core Facility

Resource Type: core facility, service resource, access service resource

Keywords: USEdit, ABRF, Lightsheet, Multi-photon, MRI, Ultrasound, MST

Resource Name: Northeastern University Institute for Chemical Imaging of Living Systems Core Facility

Resource ID: SCR_022681

Alternate IDs: ABRF_1499

Alternate URLs: https://coremarketplace.org/?FacilityID=1499&citation=1
Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Northeastern University Institute for Chemical Imaging of Living Systems Core Facility.

No alerts have been found for Northeastern University Institute for Chemical Imaging of Living Systems Core Facility.

Data and Source Information

**Source:** [SciCrunch Registry](#)

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.